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Bedford County Public Schools 

Goals/Continuous School Improvement Plan Template 
2018-2019 School Year 

 

Part I: Vision and Mission 

Huddleston Elementary 

Traci Oakes 

Vision:  
Vividly paints a picture of the future/leads to a 
desired outcome. 

Huddleston Elementary School strives to be a diverse community built on mutual trust and respect. We envision a 
professional team of educators fostering community partnerships with the purpose of inspiring students to reach 
their individual potential.  We envision a standards based, inclusive, and challenging curriculum that stimulates 
learning and creativity in a positive and safe environment.  

Mission:  
Is focused on the present and is prescribed by the 
vision statement (i.e., is the roadmap that will take 
you to the vision). 

Huddleston Elementary School will provide the highest quality education appropriate to the individual child’s needs 
and abilities in order to enable the child to realize his/her greatest potential and become a productive student and 
citizen. 
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Part II: School Leadership Team Members 

Huddleston Elementary  

Name Committee Position* 

 Traci Oakes Principal  

 Traci Bratton, Laurie Pringle Designees 

Marcia Knight School Counselor 

Rita Thompson First Grade Teacher  

Amy Mallow Second Grade Teacher  

Kathy Barton Fifth Grade Teacher  

Melissa McNeely Reading Specialist, Student Interventionist 

Jessica Lake Reading Specialist 

Tosha Weddle Math Specialist, Title 1 Instructional Coach 

Tammy Imel Librarian 
   
 
 

 
Component 1-Comprehensive Needs Assessment 
A comprehensive needs assessment of the entire school that takes into account information on the academic achievement of children in relation 
to the challenging state academic standards, particularly the needs of those children who are failing, or are at-risk of failing, to meet the 
challenging state academic standards and any other factors as determined by the local educational agency.  
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Evidence: A systematic effort involving multiple stakeholders to acquire an accurate and thorough picture of strengths and weaknesses of the 
school community, thus identifying student needs through a variety of information-gathering techniques. A data analysis summary must be 
included which incorporates benchmarks used to evaluate program results. The results of your data analysis must guide the reform strategies that 
you will implement to improve instruction for all students.  
 
A description of the most current data is listed below.  The data that will be listed and summarized on the following pages includes: 
 

● Curriculum Overview 
● Narrative of Strengths and Weaknesses 
● Opportunities for Improvement 
● Extended Learning Opportunities 
● Enrollment Information 
● Demographic Information 
● Subgroup Information 
● Performance data for reading 
● Performance data for math 
● A summary of other data used by the Huddleston leadership team 

 
Curriculum Overview 

Huddleston Elementary is a fully accredited school that serves students in Headstart/ PK-5. In addition to grades K-5, there is a Virginia 
Preschool Initiative (VPI) and Head Start classroom.  Huddleston Elementary has a master schedule that ensures daily academic instruction in all 
content areas and that it is aligned with the Virginia Standards of Learning in curriculum, instruction, and assessment. Huddleston Elementary is a 
Title 1 school with 55.8% of the population receiving free and reduced lunch.  
 
With testing, Huddleston Elementary showed strengths in several areas of reading comprehension such as finding the major point in an article, 
author’s purpose, and understanding the theme of a story. Weaknesses were shown in drawing conclusions, predicting, main idea, cause/effect 
and meanings of words (roots and affixes). In the area of Math, strengths were rounding decimals and adding and subtracting fractions with like 
denominators and weaknesses were number and number sense as well as working with fractions with unlike denominators and patterns. Our 
school met the benchmarks for all students on SOL testing for both reading and math. Our African American students are at a level three in both 
reading and math while our disadvantaged students are at a level two. All other subgroups are a level one or too small to count. We have 
opportunity for improvement in both reading and math for both of these subgroups. We have purchased a program, Leveled Literacy Intervention, 
to use to give our students that need extra remediation in reading a boost to their reading skills. We have implemented Do the Math at all grade 
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levels to support students that need math intervention. All students also have an individual goal that they are being supported in reaching by 
many adults in the building. We are working to build perseverance and establish growth mindset throughout our building.  
 
Percent of students that did not meet the benchmark: 

Kindergarten First Grade Second Grade Third Grade Fourth Grade Fifth Grade 

 26% 62% 36% 13% 18% 

 
Our reading program consists of the use of novels picked based on students’ lexile scores. Teachers use Reading A-Z books for small group work 
and some teachers still use the basal that was bought many years ago. All teachers incorporate small group work, addressing students’ needs by 
differentiating instruction. Our ultimate goal is to increase each students’ instructional oral reading level (IORL). Every student in first through fifth 
grade will have an individual goal that increases their IORL. Students are tracking their reading progress and graphing it while they have 
individual conferences with their teachers. In Kindergarten, we are focusing on increasing each student’s concept of word.  
 
Our math program is the countywide Pearson textbooks and materials bought schoolwide this year.  
 
Responsive Classroom will continue to be used this year at Huddleston Elementary. The goal of Responsive Classroom is to use an 
evidence-based approach to teaching that focuses on developing engaging academic content, creating a positive community of learners through 
exploring social and emotional learning, providing teachers and staff with effective management tools, and ensuring that all interventions are 
developmentally appropriate. Classrooms will continue to have a morning meeting each morning that will promote a positive community of 
learners.  
 

Narrative of Strengths and Weaknesses 
A review of SOL data reveals that our overall scores in reading have changed very little over the last three years while our math scores have 
increased by 15 points. To bring scores up schoolwide we have many strategies and programs that we are implementing. We are implementing 
PD on lesson planning to ensure that the lesson plans are aligned with curriculum. Teachers’ lesson plans are being reviewed by administration 
for various components. Adding programs such as Do the Math and Assessing Math Concepts will ensure that students are being exposed to and 
understand the basic concepts in math. Leveled Literacy Intervention was purchased to assist students who need additional reading instruction. 
As a school we are focused on rewarding positive behavior with positive office referrals. Students receive a tag from their principal, their referral is 
displayed in the hall and a letter is sent home to the parent.  
 

Extended Learning Opportunities 
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At Huddleston Elementary School we have a leadership team that gives guidance to administration on various items and events. There is a 
standing School Consultative/Intervention Team that meets weekly to review the data gathered on struggling students. This team develops goals 
for response to intervention (RtI) work and makes decisions about whether or not students need to referred for evaluation of special education 
needs. Twice yearly grade level teams have the opportunity to have an extended grade level planning session. Grade levels use this time to 
disaggregate data and plan for various events within the grade level.  This year HES has created an attendance committee and a discipline 
committee to address chronic absenteeism concerns and to be a sounding board for how to become proactive in stopping negative and repeated 
behaviors before they start. These committees have been instrumental in the use of Patchbands for reward as well as an assembly by nine 
weeks to reward positive behavior and exceptional academic achievement.  
 

 

Component 2- School Reform Strategies 
Provide a description of school wide reform strategies that provide opportunities for all children, including each of the subgroups of students as 
defined in section 1111(c)(2)) to meet the challenging state academic standards. 
 
Evidence: Scientifically-based research strategies based on identified needs and designed to raise the achievement level of all students on 
content standards.  Provide information on how the selected strategies will increase student achievement in underperforming subgroups, if 
applicable.  Include a description of how the reform strategies will be evaluated for effectiveness. 
 
Student data is reviewed and analyzed on a regular basis.  Additional data is tracked to ensure progress and achievement is being made.  The 
following table provides assessments that are used and the regularity of those assessments. 

Assessment When the Assessment is Given 
Unit Tests Throughout the Year 
Benchmark Assessments Quarterly 
PALS Fall, Mid-Year, Spring 
Formative and Summative Assessments  Throughout the Year 
SOL Released Tests for Science and Virginia Studies Fall, Midyear, Spring 
Do the Math Throughout the Year 
Assessing Math Concepts Fall, Midyear, Spring 

 
Research based practices are utilized throughout the year in order to provide additional assistance to students at risk of failing SOL tests and/or 
advancing students’ level of performance.  The following table provides research based practices that are utilized at HES:  
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Assistance Provided Person(s) Responsible Duration of Assistance Evaluation 
Thinking Maps 

● 8 visual-verbal learning 
tools, each based on a 
fundamental thinking 
process and used together 
as a set of tools for 
showing relationships. 

● Student center and 
cooperative learning 

● Concept development, 
reflective thinking 

● Creativity  
● Clarity of communication 
● Continuous cognitive 

development 

All teachers have been 
trained county wide. New hire 
training occurs on November 
16-17. 

All year long Lesson plans, charts 
posted in every 
classroom, and 
observations by 
administration 

Word Study  
● Based on years of 

research into invented and 
developmental spelling, the 
classroom-proven 
framework of this 
successful series is keyed 
to the five stages of 
spelling and orthographic 
development. Teachers 
everywhere have grown to 
love its no nonsense 
method for studying words. 
Each stage-specific 
companion volume 
features a complete 
curriculum of reproducible 
sorts and detailed 

Classroom teachers All year long Lesson plans, 
observations by 
administration 
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directions for teachers 
working with students in 
each stage of spelling 
development, from 
emergent through 
derivational relations. 

Response to Intervention (RtI)  
● A multi-tiered approach to 

the early identification and 
support of students with 
learning and behavior 
needs. The RtI process 
begins with high quality 
instruction and universal 
screening of all children in 
the general education 
classroom. 

Classroom Teachers Daily Documentation at the 
RtI meetings that 
happen monthly and 
include members of 
staff on an RtI 
committee.  

Math Manipulatives and Models 
● Math manipulatives and 

models are used to help 
students understand 
various concepts and 
connect learning of various 
mathematical relationships.  

All math teachers All year long Lesson plans, 
observations by 
administration 

 
 

 

Component 4- Summary  

● Huddleston Elementary offers United Support Services, school wide, for students that are qualified for day treatment services. The school 
also has a licensed school counselor that works with individual students and in small groups to promote positive social interactions.  The 
counselor coordinates weekly peer support groups for those students identified most at risk.  
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● The school counselor also pushes into classrooms to present lessons on career and workforce readiness. In the spring Huddleston 
Elementary will host a job fair with various employers and employees from the area.  

● The SCT Coordinator works closely with teachers to establish Response to Intervention (RtI), including goal setting, materials, and data 
collection. Student data is collected and disaggregated based on Tier Levels.  

● Professional Development is ongoing throughout the school year. This year the faculty is meeting monthly to discuss The Growth Mindset 
Coach: A Teacher’s Month-by-Month Handbook for Empowering Students to Achieve, by Annie Brock and Heather Hundley. In the area of 
mathematics, grades K-2 are working to implement Assessing Math Concepts (AMC) while grades 2-5 are implementing Do the Math. 
Grades K-5 teachers are implementing word study. Grades K-5, from throughout the division,met to create reading, math, science, and 
history benchmark assessments. 

● Huddleston Elementary is home to one Virginia Preschool Initiative (VPI) class. As of part of the VPI model, home visits and parental 
involvement classes are required.  

 

 
Part III: Data Analysis  
 
PALS COW 

Concept of Word (COW) - Percentage of students that met the benchmark 

Fall 2018 Winter 2019 Spring 2019 

Pointing Word ID COW List Pointing Word ID COW List Pointing Word ID COW List 

20% 
(Fall Benchmark 2) 

30% 
(Fall Benchmark 2) 

100% 
(Fall Benchmark 0) 

      

 
 
PALS Grades 1-5 w/ IORL information 

Instructional Oral Reading Level (IORL)-Percentage of students that met the benchmark 

 1st Grade 2nd Grade Third Grade Fourth Grade Fifth Grade 

Fall 2018 72% 38% 81% 85% 71% 
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(Fall Benchmark PPA) 

Midyear      

Spring 2019      
 
 
AMC Grades K-2  

 Assessing Math Concepts (AMC) - Percentage of students within each tier level.  *based on end of the year AMC goals. 

 Fall 2018 Winter 2019 Spring 2019 

 Grade K Grade 1 Grade 2 Grade K Grade 1 Grade 2 Grade K Grade 1 Grade 2 

Tier 1 15/46= 32% 0/40= 0% 7/40= 18%       

Tier 2 9/46= 24% 3/40= 8% 9/40= 23%       

Tier 3 17/46= 43% 37/40= 93% 24/40= 60%       

 
 
Do the Math Grades 3-5 

Do the Math (DTM) - Percentage of students that met the benchmark *end of module assessments 

Q2 Q3 Q4 

Grade 3 Grade 4 Grade 5 Grade 3 Grade 4 Grade 5 Grade 3 Grade 4 Grade 5 

         
 
 
Gap Group Data 
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Gap Group Data- Percentage of students that met the benchmark (75% pass rate for reading/ 70% pass rate for math) 

K 1 2 3 4 5 

 Reading Math Reading Math Reading Math Reading Math Reading Math Reading Math 

Q2             

Q3             

Q4             
 
 
Chronic Absenteeism Percentages by Month 

August Sept. Oct. Nov. Dec. Jan.  Feb.  Mar.  Apr.  May 

0% 0%         
 
State Standards of Learning Results 

Grade Subject Pass Rate for 
2015-16  

Pass Rate for  
2016-17 

Pass Rate for  
2017-18 

Third Reading 79 72 67 

Fourth Reading 71 88 70 

Fifth Reading  78 77 79 

School-Wide Reading 76 80 78 

Third Math 67 72 71 

Fourth Math 51 80 70 
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Fifth Math 63 69 69 

School-Wide Math 61 75 77 

Fourth/School-Wide History/Social Studies 78 88 78 

Fifth/School-Wide Science 70 59 89 
 
 
Federal Annual Measurable Reading Objective Data 

Groups Reading Annual Measurable 
Objectives & Results  

(Percent Passing) 

Reading Annual Measurable 
Objectives & Results  

(Percent Passing) 

Reading Annual Measurable 
Objectives & Results  

(Percent Passing) 

Accountability Year 2016-17 2016-17 2017-2018 2017-2018 2018-2019 2018-2019 

Assessment Year 2015-16 
Target 

2015-16 2016-2017 
Target 

2016-2017 2017-2018 
Target 

2017-2018 

All Students 75                      76 75 80 73 78 

Proficiency Gap 
Group 1 

72                      67 72 72 Black 60 40 

Proficiency Gap 
Group 2 

71                      50 71 TS   

Proficiency Gap 
Group 3 

72    < - below 
state definition 

72 TS   

Students with 
Disabilities 

66    < - below 
state definition 

66 TS 39 TS 

LEP Students 69             No data 69 TS 53 TS 
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Economically 
Disadvantaged 
Students 

72                      67 72 72 62 70 

White Students 77                      80 77 86 75 85 

Asian Students Continuous 
Improvement 

< -below state 
definition 

Continuous 
Improvement 

TS 75 TS 

 
 
Federal Annual Measurable Math Objective Data 

Groups Math Annual Measurable 
Objectives & Results  

(Percent Passing) 

Math Annual Measurable 
Objectives & Results  

(Percent Passing) 

Math Annual Measurable 
Objectives & Results  

(Percent Passing) 

Accountability Year 2016-17 2016-17 2017-2018 2017-2018 2018-2019 2018-2019 

Assessment Year 2015-16 
Target 

2015-16 2016-2017 
Target 

2016-2017 2017-2018 
Target 

2017-2018 

All Students 70                      61 70 74 70 77 

Proficiency Gap 
Group 1 

68                      46 68 64 Black 60 40 

Proficiency Gap 
Group 2 

67                      36 67 TS   

Proficiency Gap 
Group 3 

69 < - below state 
definition 

69 TS   

Students with 
Disabilities 

65 < - below state 
definition 

65 TS 42 TS 
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LEP Students 66 < - below state 
definition 

66 TS 57 TS 

Economically 
Disadvantaged 
Students 

68                      46 68 64 63 69 

White Students 72                      64 72 81 70 81 

Asian Students Continuous 
Improvement 

< - below state 
definition 

Continuous 
Improvement 

TS 70 TS 

 
 
 
Part IV: Back to School Reflection on Data 

● Huddleston Elementary is fully accredited and made great gains in Science, meeting the goal that was set through CSIP last year.  
● A review of SOL data reveals that our overall scores in reading have changed very little over the last three years while our math scores 

have increased by 15 points.  
● Less than 30% of our students have entered Kindergarten with an understanding of concept of word. This was a skill that we 

concentrated on last year through CSIP but did not meet.  
● At least 71% of students in grades K-5, with the exception of second grade, met the benchmark for the Instructional Oral Reading Level 

for PALS. 38% of students in second grade met the benchmark. This is much lower than where the students finished the year in first 
grade. We will continue to track this group’s ability very closely.  

● The Assessing Math Concept data shows students nearly even distribution between tier 1 and 3 while most of the students in first 
grade fell within the tier 3 range.  

 

Back to School Celebrations, Concerns, Possible New Innovations, and Funding Needs 

Celebrations 
● Huddleston Elementary is fully accredited. 
● Painting throughout the building including the cafeteria, hallways and multiple classrooms.  
● The grounds of the school were remulched and many overgrown or dead plants removed by PTA and parent volunteers.  
● Chronic absenteeism two years ago was 26% but was only 12% last year.  
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● Huddleston has a full time interventionist for reading and math.  
● PTA is very active and has activities planned nearly every month of the year.  
● Amongst the staff there was a high retention rate which leads to continuity of instruction.  

Concerns 
● End of year passing rates for achievement gap groups in reading and math.  
● Chronic absenteeism continues to be a concern in that the implications under ESSA are not quite understood by the community.  
● End of year achievement in both reading and math. 
● Large class sizes 

New Innovations 
● Do the Math implemented in grades 1-5 
● Assessing Math Concepts implemented in grades K-2. 
● Leveled Literacy Intervention has been purchased to use with students in need of reading remediation, especially those in gap groups.  
● Patchbands given out by all staff for good behavior as well as perfect attendance and honor roll.  
● As a school we are focused on rewarding positive behavior with positive office referrals. Students receive a tag from their principal, 

their referral is displayed in the hall and a letter is sent home to the parent.  
● An SCA (Student Council Association) has been organized and elections will be held in October.  
● Word Study as our spelling initiative. 
● The Growth Mindset Coach is being read and a book study meeting is held monthly to discuss.  
● Handwriting without Tears is being implemented in Kindergarten and First Grade to enable our primary students to master handwriting 

as an automatic and comfortable skill.  
● Postcards for teachers to send to parents within the first nine weeks of school to say welcome back, congratulations, thanks, etc. 
● We are implementing professional development on lesson planning to ensure that the lesson plans are aligned with curriculum. 

Teachers’ lesson plans are being reviewed by administration for various components.  
Funding Needs 

● With additional funding additional staff would be hired. 
● 1-to-1 devices 

 
Part V: Action Plan 
 

Goal Topic: Reading 

SMART Goal(s): (1) 80% of students at or below grade level in first through fifth grades will show at least one year’s growth in reading on the 
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Spring PALS for the Instructional Oral Reading Level. (2) 80% of Kindergarten students will pass the PALS concept of word portion; with 
benchmarks of pointing/5, word identification/9, and concept of word list/7; when tested in the spring.  

ACTION PLAN 

1. Essential Action/Research-Based Strategy:  80% of students at or below grade level in first through fifth grades will show at least one year’s 
growth in reading on the Spring PALS for the Instructional Oral Reading Level. 

Focus Area 
[Grade Level/Student 
Group(s)/Educators] 

Action Steps Person(s) 
Responsible for 
Implementation 

Timeframe 
(Beginning to 

End Dates) 

Evidence of 
Progress/Completion 

(Artifacts) 

Person(s) Responsible 
for Monitoring and 

Frequency 

Schoolwide Reading Night “Bingo for Books” Family Involvement 
Committee 

February 28, 
2019 

Parent Sign-in Sheet for 
attendance 

Family Involvement Committee 

Schoolwide Schoolwide implementation of word study  Reading teacher August 2018-May 
2019 

Lesson plans, spelling 
score on PALS testing 

Classroom teacher, reading 
specialists, principal 

Schoolwide DEAR (Drop Everything and Read) Homeroom teacher August 2018- 
May 2019 

Lesson plans Classroom teacher 

Schoolwide Track progress on the data wall Reading teacher August 2018- 
May 2019 

Data Wall  Classroom teacher, principal 

Grades 1-5 Running Records Reading teacher August 2018-May 
2019 

Lesson plans, score on 
PALS testing (oral 
reading level) 

Reading teacher, reading 
specialists, Title 1 
interventionist, principal 

Schoolwide Leveled groupings and texts Classroom teacher August 2018-May 
2019 

Teacher lesson plans  Classroom teacher, principal 

2. Essential Action/Research-Based Strategy: 80% of Kindergarten students will pass the PALS (Phonological Awareness Literacy Screening) 
concept of word portion when tested in the spring.  

Focus Area 
[Grade Level/Student 
Group(s)/Educators] 

Action Steps Person(s) 
Responsible for 
Implementation 

Timeframe 
(Beginning to 

End Dates) 

Evidence of 
Progress/Completion 

(Artifacts required) 

Person(s) Responsible 
for Monitoring and 

Frequency 

Kindergarten PALS Quick Checks Part A and then B will be 
administered every two weeks.  

Classroom teachers, 
reading specialists 

August 2018-May 
2019 

Progress chart, Lesson 
plans 

Classroom teachers, reading 
specialists, principal 
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Kindergarten A Progress Chart for both Part A and Part B 
will be maintained on each student.  

Classroom teachers, 
reading specialists 

August 2018-May 
2019 

Binder of progress 
charts 

Classroom teachers, reading 
specialists, principal 

 
 

Goal Topic: Math 

SMART Goal(s): (1) 80% of students in grades K-2, identified as Tier 3 via the initial Assessing Math Concepts (AMC) assessments in Fall 
2018, will show measurable progress to move into Tier 2 by Spring 2019.  In addition, 80% of the identified Tier 2 students, will move to Tier 1.  
(2) 80% of students in grades 3-5 will pass their end of module assessments, in the Do the Math program, with 70% or higher.  

ACTION PLAN 

1. Essential Action/Research-Based Strategy: 80% of students in grades K-2, identified as Tier 3 via the initial Assessing Math Concepts (AMC) 
assessments in Fall 2018, will show measurable progress to move into Tier 2 by Spring 2019.  In addition, 80% of the identified Tier 2 students, will moved to 
Tier 1. 

Focus Area 
[Grade Level/Student 
Group(s)/Educators] 

Action Steps Person(s) 
Responsible for 
Implementation 

Timeframe 
(Beginning to 

End Dates) 

Evidence of 
Progress/Completion 

(Artifacts) 

Person(s) Responsible 
for Monitoring and 

Frequency 

Grade K Specific focus on Counting Objects:Tasks 1, 2, 
and 3 more 

Classroom teacher October 
2018-May 2019 

Bimonthly progress 
chart, lesson plans 

Classroom teachers, principal 

Grade 1 Specific focus on Hiding Assessment: Task 1 Classroom teachers October 
2018-May 2019 

Bimonthly progress 
chart, lesson plans 

Classroom teachers, principal 

Grade 2 Specific focus on Grouping Tens: Task 1 Classroom teacher October 
2018-May 2019 

Bimonthly progress 
chart, lesson plans 

Classroom teachers, principal 

Grades K-2  Developing Number Concepts activities will be 
used a minimum of 3 days per week. 

Classroom teachers, 
Title 1 interventionist 

August 2018-May 
2019 

Bimonthly progress 
chart, lesson plans 

Classroom teachers, Title 1 
interventionist, principal 

Grades K-2 AMC assessments will be administered 3 times 
per year. 

Classroom teachers August 2018- 
May 2019 

AMC Classroom 
Instructional Report  

Classroom teacher, principal 

Grades K-2 Math specialist/coaching support for 
classroom teachers 

Tosha Weddle August 
2018-2019 

Coaching Cycle logs Tosha Weddle, principal 

2. Essential Action/Research-Based Strategy: 80% of students in grades 3-5 will pass their end of module assessments, in the Do the Math (DTM) 
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program, with 70% or higher. 

Focus Area 
[Grade Level/Student 
Group(s)/Educators] 

Action Steps Person(s) 
Responsible for 
Implementation 

Timeframe 
(Beginning to 

End Dates) 

Evidence of 
Progress/Completion 

(Artifacts required) 

Person(s) Responsible 
for Monitoring and 

Frequency 

Schoolwide Do the Math “Math Night”  Math teachers January 10, 2019 Parent Sign-in Sheet for 
attendance 

Laure Pringle, Tosha Weddle 

Grades 3-5 Do the Math module lessons will be used a 
minimum of 90 minutes per week. 

Math teachers August 2018-May 
2019 

Lesson plans Math teachers, principal 

Grades 3-5 Do the math modules will include beginning, 
middle, and end of module assessments. 

Math teachers August 2018-May 
2019 

Do the Math progress 
space reports  

Math teachers, principal 

Grades K-2 Math specialist/coaching support for 
classroom teachers 

Tosha Weddle August 
2018-2019 

Coaching Cycle logs Tosha Weddle, principal 

 
 

Goal Topic: Achievement Gap Groups 

SMART Goal(s): Huddleston Elementary School, grades 3-5, will  improve our performance level on the indicator in both reading and math by decreasing 
the assessment failure rate by 10% or more or by meeting the benchmark in the given content area. English: Black-50%, Economically Disadvantaged-74%; 
Math: Black-50%; Economically Disadvantaged-70%. 

ACTION PLAN 

1. Essential Action/Research-Based Strategy:  Huddleston Elementary School, grades 3-5, will  improve our performance level on the indicator in both 
reading and math by decreasing the assessment failure rate by 10% or more or by meeting the benchmark in the given content area. 

Focus Area 
[Grade Level/Student 
Group(s)/Educators] 

Action Steps Person(s) 
Responsible for 
Implementation 

Timeframe 
(Beginning to 

End Dates) 

Evidence of 
Progress/Completion 

(Artifacts) 

Person(s) Responsible 
for Monitoring and 

Frequency 

Grades 3-5 Each student will set a growth goal and track 
their progress in reading and math.  

Classroom teacher August 2018-May 
2019 

Student’s tracking 
documents 

Classroom teacher, principal 

Grades K-5 Students will use Leveled Literacy Intervention Reading specialists, October Student individual’s Reading specialists, Title 1 
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that need additional support in reading. Title 1 interventionist 2018-May 2019 folder of progress interventionist, principal 

Schoolwide Students will use Do the Math and Assessing 
Math Concept interventions that are struggling 
in math.  

Reading specialists, 
Title 1 interventionist 

August 2018-May 
2019 

Modules assessments 
(DtM), Biweekly 
progress chart (AMC) 

Reading specialists, Title 1 
interventionist, principal 

 

Goal Topic: Chronic Absenteeism 

SMART Goal(s): The rate of students that are chronically absent for the year will not exceed 15%.  

ACTION PLAN 

1. Essential Action/Research-Based Strategy: The rate of students that are chronically absent for the year will not exceed 15%. 

Focus Area 
[Grade Level/Student 
Group(s)/Educators] 

Action Steps Person(s) 
Responsible for 
Implementation 

Timeframe 
(Beginning to 

End Dates) 

Evidence of 
Progress/Completion 

(Artifacts) 

Person(s) Responsible 
for Monitoring and 

Frequency 

Schoolwide Students earn patchbands for perfect 
attendance during each nine weeks.  

Classroom teacher. 
Office staff 

October 
2018-May 2019 

Attendance reports Office staff 

Schoolwide Students will be rewarded at the end of the 
year for perfect attendance for the entire year.  

Classroom teacher. 
Office staff 

October 
2018-May 2019 

Attendance reports Office staff 

Schoolwide Attendance competitions between grade 
levels.  

Classroom teacher. 
Office staff 

October 
2018-May 2019 

Attendance reports Office staff 

 
 

Title 1 Budget Implications and Resources for Support 

Component #1  

Component #2 ● SOL Coach Books (Reading, Math) $3759.40 
● Reading and Math Inventories $591.67 
● Brain Pop $2,395 
● Math Madness spiral review $900.00 
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Component #3 ● Leveled Literacy Intervention $9,035.28 
● Do the Math $3735.29 
● Calendar Kits $662.18 

Component #4 ● Model School Conference $1,740.00 
 
Part VI: Mid-Year Reflection  

Mid-Year Summary of Data Analysis  
 

 
Mid-Year Celebrations, Concerns, Possible New Innovations, and Funding Needs 
A List of the Continuous School Improvement Plan Adjustments That Were Made 

 

 
 
 
 
 
Part VII: End-of-Year Reflection 

End-of-Year Summary of Data Analysis 
 

 
End-of-Year Celebrations, Concerns, Possible New Innovations, and Funding Needs  

A List of the Continuous School Improvement Plan Adjustments That Were Made 
 

 

 
 

 

 


